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1. INTRODUCTION 
If nothing is known about the function ?c(t) but its values at a finite number 
of points and a bound for s A Ix ’ ( ) ( ) t I2 t d (f or some positive Y), then its 2r-spline 
interpolant C(t) is the best approximant (estimant). “Best” means that for 
any linear functional U(X), for example u(x) = X(T), the value u(Sx) is the 
median of all values U(X) consistent with the given data. The optimality of 
spline interpolation in this sense follows directly from the general theory of 
optimal approximation and estimation as established in [I, 21. Many other 
aspects of approximation by spline interpolants have been studied (for 
references ee [3], [7] and [S]). 
In this paper we consider periodic functions x(t) and II interpolation points 
equally spaced in an interval of periodicity. Sx is said to be a 2v-spline inter- 
polant of x if Sx is periodic, has a continuous derivative of order 2r - 2, is an 
algebraic polynomial of degree G 2r - 1 between knots tk (the interpolation 
points), and Sx(t,) = x(tk). The usual cubic splines appear as 4-splines in this 
notation. We establish explicit formulas for 53 and for u(Sx), where the 
functional u represents interpolation, differentiation, quadrature, or a Fourier 
coefficient. No matrix inversion is needed to compute Sx or u(Sx) if use is 
made of certain numerical coefficients (depending on r and n), whose explicit 
form is given [Sec. 241, and which can readily be computed. Especially 
noteworthy is the simple approximate value for the Fourier coefficient 
‘1 
cik = I o x(t)e- 2RiRfdt of the function, determined from the spline interpolant: 
n-l 
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(Section 4). It differs from the simplest approximation only by the factor ck. 
We also find optimal error bounds, asymptotic expressions for the error as 
the number of interpolation points becomes large, and convergence properties 
of the spline interpolants .Sx and their derivatives [Sec. 6-l 11. 
Basic for our analysis of approximation by periodic spline functions turn out 
to be the interpolants b,(t) of the functions exp(2z-ivt) (V = 0, 1,2,. . .,n - 1) 
Section 5). The piecewise polynomial functions b,(t) with knots at m/n (m = 0, 
fl,f2,. . .) inherit many of the properties of the functions exp(27rivt) that they 
interpolate. In particular, 
b,(t + l/n) = .Pi”;nb”(t), 
lb”(t)1 G 1, etc. Explicit formulas in terms of the Bernoulli functions b,,(t) 
(the periodic extension of the Bernoulli polynomial restricted to 0 G t G 1) 
and the Fourier series for the b,(t) are given, and it is shown that they and 
their derivatives of order <2r - 1 are orthogonal in the same sense as the 
functions exp(2nivt) (see Section 5). If x(t) has the absolutely convergent 
Fourier expansion C a,exp(2rivt), then its 2r-spline interpolant on a mesh of 
n equidistant points is Sx(t) = .S,“x(t) = C I& (Section 7). Making use of 
these representations, we find that the remainder x(t) - S,.“x(t) is, in the class 
of functions x restricted by C ~v~~~x y < in for some p, 0 <p G 2r, of order I 
O(nP) uniformly in t, and the sth derivative of this remainder is, for 0 Q s up, 
of order O(n-p+“)(o( 1) if s =p), (Theorem 7.1). If p = 2r, s d 2r - 1 and 
x@)(t) - (Sr”x)@)(t) = o(nP2’+‘), then x(r) is constant. As a by-product of this 
error analysis appears a formula for computing the derivative xcZr) as the 
limit of a remainder. Indeed 
x(2r)(0) = 8, lim f~~~[x( 1/2n) - &” x( 1/2n)], 
n--%0 
where 0, is a simple numerical factor (Equation 7.23). The root mean-square 
error ( jol Ix(S)(t) - (S:~)(Q(f)l~dr]~~~ . is, in the class of functions x restricted by 
2 IY/~P lav]’ < 33 for some p, 3 <p d 2r, of order O(C~‘~) for s <p (Theorem 
8.1). If p = 2r and 
(J’b Ix@)(t) - (s;x)yf)12dt)1~2 = ~7(n-~~+~) for some s, 0 < s < 2r - 1, 
then x(t) is constant. If p = r, that is, if we deal with the class of functions 
with an upper bound on s 01 Ix(‘)(t)12dt given, then S/x(t) is the best estimation 
of x(t) [see introductory remark], and 
s d IX(~)(~) - (S,“x)(‘)(t)12dt = o(1) as n -+ co 
(Theorem 8.2). From the order of convergence of the spline approximations 
Sr”x to x one can infer smoothness properties of the function. Thus, if 
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(JO’ Is(r) - St.x$t)/2dt)“2 = O(O) for some q > 1, then x !vlzp lavlz < w 
for the largest integer p smaller than q (Theorem 8.3). 
Uniform approximation in the class of functions s restricted by 
C l~]‘~ lacy\’ < CC is slightly less accurate than mean-square approximation. 
In this case, 
Ix(“)(t) - (S,” ~)(~)(t)l = O(n-p+“+‘i2) for s < p - + 
(Theorem 9.1). That this is the precise order of error is also proved. This is 
done in connection with the problem to determine, for the functionals u 
mentioned above, the maximum deviation of u(x) from its median value 
u(S,“x) in the class of periodic functions .X withx(O), x(1,/n), .. ., x(1 - l/n), and 
a bound on j,,’ IX. cr) t 12dt given. For example, it is proved that limn’-3’2 ( ) 
sup Ix’(O) I, where the supremum is taken over the class of periodic functions x 
with x(0) = x(1/n) = . . . = x(1 - l/n) = 0 and 10’ I.~(‘)(t)l~& G 1, exists and is 
positive, and its value is determined (Theorem 11.2). Similar results are 
derived for the interpolation, quadrature, and Fourier coefficient functionals 
(Section 11). 
2. THE CARDINAL INTERPOLANTS 
Let -to, f,, . . . . tn-, be n > 1 given (real or complex) numbers. We wish to 
construct the 2r-spline (r a fixed positive integer) s(r) = s,“(t) = s,“(t; 5) of 
period 1 with knots [discontinuities of the (2r - 1)st derivative] at the points 
0, i-l/n, *2/n, . ..) which takes on the value 5” at the point v/n, v = 0, 1, . . ., 
II- 1. Thus we require 
(i) s E V2r-2 
(ii) s(t + 1) = s(t), --cc < t < z 
(iii) sC2*)(t) =0, t # 0, *l/+2, *2/n, . . . 
(iv) s(v/n) = [,, v=O,l ,...,n-- 1. (2.1) 
The existence and uniqueness of the function s satisfying conditions (2.1) 
follows from the fact that the problem of minimizing the integral 
I ; Ix”yt>l’dt (2.2) 
among the functions x E g,-, of period 1 for which x(v/n) = c,, v = 0, 1, . . ., 
n - 1, has exactly one solution, x = s (see [I]). 
We expand s(t) first with respect to the basis formed by the functions 
1, ~,,o - v/n> v=O,l,..., if- 1. (2.3) 
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Here B,,(t) is the Bernoulli function of period 1 which is the periodic extension 
of the Bernoulli polynomial B,,(t) restricted to the interval 0 G t G 1. Thus, 
(see VI) 
B,,(t) = B,,(t) = z. (;) B, t2r--p o,<t<1 
&2,0 + 1) = B,,(t) 
(2.4) 
-x<t<tO, 
where B, is the pth Bernoulli number, B, = B,(O) [in particular, BzP+, = 0 for 
p = 1,2,...]. Since B,(t) = (-l)“B,(l - t) and B;+,(t) = (p + l)&(t) (p = 0, 
1,2,...), it follows that 8,, is an even function in ??2r-2, &f’+‘)(t) = 0 for 
t # 0, 3:1, f2, . . ., and 
hyyof) - &y’(o-) = -(2r)!. 
We also mention the useful identity (see [4]) 
(2.5) 
n-l 
r5,,(nt) = n-’ “; b,r(t - 44. (2.6) 
These properties of b2, are evident from the Fourier expansion (see [4]), 
which might serve for the definition of Blr : 
B (t) = (-l)‘-‘(2r)! m cos2nkt 
2r (277)2r 2c” 
k=l 
= (-l)‘-*(2r)! f eZnLkr 
(2.7) 
(2Tq’ k TF * c 
Here and in the following Ck’ stands for lim,,,=(C,=, . . . ., 1 + Ck=-, ,...,-I ). 
The following expression of B,,(t) in powers of t(1 - t) is well suited for 
computation (see [d]) 
B2rO) = (-V&.&(1 - t)l”. 
The coefficients involved are obtained recursively from 
4.0 = (-l)‘B,, 
(2.8) 
P(P+ l)Br,,+, =2~(2~- l)Br,,-2~(2~- l)Br-I,,-,. (2.9) 
Particular values are B,, , = 1, B,, 1 = 0 for r > 1, B,, r = 1. 
To obtain the spline function s(t) defined by conditions (2.1) we set 
where the coefficients 7, rlo, . . ., q+, are determined so that 
(2.10) 
II-1 
,zo TV = O 
(2.11) 
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and 
s(vi’n) = f,. v=o, I ).... n- 1. (2.12) 
Condition (2.11) implies s (Zr’ t = (2r)! C + = 0 for r + 0, il, :=2, . . . . Thus ( ) 
if (2.11) and (2.12) are satisfied, then s is the desired spline interpolant. 
If we substitute t = p/n in (2. lo), sum over p = 0, I. . . .1 11 - 1 and use (2.6) 
[with t = 01, we obtain on account of (2.11) and (2.12) 
thus 
rl = (lh) z E,. (2.13) 
p-0 
The interpolation conditions (2.12) now give 
n-l 
-5 
$0 u,-p 77p = tr - 71 
v=O,l,...,n- I 
where we have set u,,, = u:, m :
(2.14) 
u, = B,,(m/n) n2=0,fl,f2 ).... (2.15) 
The matrix of the linear system (2.14) is a circulant, its n2 elements are replica 
of (To, u,, . . .) (T,;~ since urn = u-,, u,+~ = a,,, (nz = 0.1,2,. . .). These numbers 
can be calculated by the use of (2.8), 
u’,, m = (-1)’ i: n B,. ornp(n - wz)pi;n2p. (2.16) 
p=o 
The calculations can be reduced by making use of the obvious relation 
kn 
ur. kv = 0:. Y k= 1,2,.... 
The inverse of the matrix {uy+J is also a circulant, which we denote as {p,,}. 
Again we have pm = p+,,, pm,, = pm, so that the n2 elements of (p,,> are replica 
Off07 PI , . . ., P,,;~. To calculate these numbers, we first observe that the n-vectors 
(1, EnV, E,2”, . . .) EF-‘)“}, h, = @i’n v=O,l,...,rz- 1 (2.17) 
are eigenvectors of the matrix {a,,}, and the corresponding eigenvalues are 
(for simplicity we assume n is even) 
n-l 
A,= 2 umEy 
m=O 
= u. + 2[u, cos 2nv/iz + u2 cos 477v/n + . . . 
+ a,,,-, cos 27r(n/2 - 1) v/n] + (-1)” u~,~. (2.18) 
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Clearly X, = A,-,. Using Fourier series (2.7), we find the following expression 
for A,: 
A, = (-I)‘-‘(2r)! n-2r+1(27r)-2* ,z, (k - vw-2r (2.19) 
(for v = 0 the term with k = 0 is to be omitted in the sum). Observing that the 
vectors (2.17) satisfy the orthogonality relations 
n-l 
2 n =n~,,., c,“c” E-m” 
ItI= 
we find for the pV the explicit expression 
n-1 
“p” = 2 A;‘E;” 
m=O 
= A,’ + 2[X;’ cos 27rvin + A;’ cos 47rvjn + . . . 
+ A;,\-, cos 27r(n/2 - 1) v/n] + (-1)” h,:. (2.20) 
As with the a’s the calculation of the p’s is simplified by making use of the 
relations 
A”” r, kv = k-2’+1 A:. “, P;;~” = k-2’p:s” k= 1,2,.... (2.20a) 
With the numbers p found, we have the explicit inversion of system (2.14) 
n-1 
7” = p,xo PL.-,‘ts, - 7) v=O,l ,...,n- 1. 
Since by (2.6), (2.15), (2.18), (2.20) 
II-, n-, 
r;. P” = 1 I 1 (5” “4 
we have more explicitly 
n-l 
=A,’ =n2r-1B~r 
9 (2.21) 
n-l 
2-l rllB,r, r = Wn)p,Xo f,,. (2.22) 
This completes the calculation of the interpolating spline S. 
If we let sV=s:,. (v=O,l,..., n - 1) be the cardinal interpolating spline 
satisfying 
G&9 = 6,. I’ p,v=O,l,..., n- 1 (2.23) 
in place of (2.l(iv)), then by (2.22) the corresponding coefficients are 
vp = P+ - n 2r-LvIB2r, q = n-l; hence 
n-l 
s,(t) = 1 in + Z. (P”-~ - n2’-2/B2r) B2At - dn> 
= (l/n) [l - ~,,W):‘~,,l +:zi p”-,B,,(t - p/n). (2.24) 
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As one vvould expect, the s,. can be expressed as translates of the one even 
function s0 : 
s,(t) = s,(t - v/n) v=O,l,....rt- 1 
n-l 
so(t) = 1 :‘/I + 1 (&, - 1z”-2/BJJ &,( t A V//Z) 
v-0 
= (I/n) [I - 82,(nt),B2,] + ;z, py B,,(t + v/n). (2.25) 
3. INTERPOLATION, DIFFERENTIATION, QUADRATURE 
a. If s(r) is the function to be interpolated, with cy = x(~/n) given (I.J = 0, 
1 , . . .,n - l), the spline interpolation of x(t) at t = T is denoted by SX(T), and 
is given by 
n-l 
SX(T) = “ZO x(+2) So(T - v/n) (3.1) 
where s,, is given in (2.25). S = Sm is to be considered a linear operator, trans- 
forming general periodic functions into periodic 2r-splines. 
b. The spline derivative of x(r) at t = 7 is given by 
n-l 
DsX(T) = (sX)‘(T) = “z. X(V/tZ) So’(T - +I), 
where se’ is obtained from (2.25) :
(3.2) 
n-1 
s,‘(t) = 2r z‘ (p,, - n2*-2/B2r) iI,,& + v/n) 
“=(I 
= 2r -B,,-,(t~t)/f3~~ + n,$ py I?,,- ,(t + v/n) 1 . (3.3) “-0 
If 7 is one of the interpolation points, say T = 0, then (3.2) gives the following 
approximation to x’(0) : 
c. The spline quadrature value of 1’ x(t)dt is given by 
where 
fT .-T Sx(t) df = “2 x(v/n) JTT so(t - v/n) dt v-0 
1 ^_: so(t - v/n) dt = 2T/n i (2r f l)-‘i$i (pvmr, - I?*~-~ 
(3.5) 
/B2r) @2,+l(T + pin) -!- h2+,(7 - p/n)]. (3.6) 
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For the special case 7 = l/n we obtain the quadrature formula 
s -‘::, Sx(t) dt = y’K”X(a+), v-0 
n-l 
K, = 2?lm2 + (2r + I)-’ x0 htp-1 - P”+p+l)~2r+lw~). (3.7) 
4. FOURIER COEFFICIENTS 
The spline approximation of the Fourier coefficient 
I ’ 0 x( t ) exp (-2rikt) fft 
(k=O,*l,f2,...)is 
s 
d Sx(t) eeznfkt dt = ‘2’ x(v/n) 1: so(t - v/n) emzntkt dt 
k0 
= I$ Lit” x(v/n) IO1 s,(t) emznfkt dt. 
We put 
I 
1 
s (t) e-z”lktdt = ’ 
0 O I‘ o soWe 
Znikt dt = 
I 
; s,(t) cos 2nkt dt 
= J,(k) k = 0,1,2,. . . 
and proceed to determine these coefficients. By (2.7), for k # 0 
I ’ h,,(t + v/n) emzniktdt = g” 1: Bzr(t) emznfkr dt 0 
= (-I)‘-‘(2r)! (2rrk)-2r$‘; 
hence by (2.25) 
II-1 
S,(k) = (-I)‘-‘(2r)! (2?rk)-2’ “z. (p, - ~z~‘-~/B~,) I$‘. 
By the definition of pv, A, and E, we have 
n-l 
“3 PYdY=&’ k = 0,1,2,. . . 
II-1 
c %l kv = n ifk=O(modn) 
VCO 
= 0 if k fO(modn) 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
where we have set &+n = h, (k = 0, 1,2,. . .). Since n2’-‘/B2, = &’ [see (2.21)], 
(4.2), (4.3) and (4.4) give 
9,(k) = (-l)‘-‘(2r)! (2mk)-2rh;1 k fO(modn) 
= 0 k=O(modn),k#O (4.6) 
=n -1 k = 0. 
These are the Fourier coefficients of so. 
3 
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If (4.6) is used in (4. l), one obtains the following explicit formulas for the 
spline approximation of the Fourier coefficients of the function x(t) : 
5 ; 
n-l 
Sx(t) e- 2aikt dt = (l/n) 1 x(v/n) k=O 
Y40 
= 0 k=O(modn),k#O (4.7) 
n-l 
= (-I)‘-‘(2r)! (27rk)-*‘A;’ ,zo x(v/n) l ikv, k f O(mod n). 
If we use the expression (2.19) for A, in (4.7), we obtain the following simple 
formula for the Fourier coefficients: 
I 
d Sx(t) euznikt dt = (l/n) *3’ s(v,h) f;ku/,sz, (1 - In,%)-*‘, k $0 (mod n). 
,.=a 
(4.8) 
It is interesting to observe that the commonly used approximation 
II-1 
u/4 “iO x(h) GkV 
(which results from the trapezoidal rule) turns out to be a biased estimate in 
the class of functions x with a known bound on Ior Jx(‘)(t)J*dt, the bias factor 
& (1 - h/k)-*’ being the larger, if Ikl G n/2, the smaller Y is. From (4.7) it 
also follows that if k, = k2 $0 (modn), then 
lo’ Sx(t) e-2n*k1 f dt + lo’ Sx(t) e-2nikzt dt = kt’ + k:‘. (4.9) 
The trapezoidal rule gives the same value for the k,th and k,th Fourier 
coefficients, which is clearly useless. The rate of decrease xpressed in (4.9) is 
the expected one for the class of functions x with a bound on s ; Ix(“(t)l*dt, 
In [IO], Collatz and Quade obtain the same result for the Fourier coefficients, 
but with a different expression for the bias factor. 
5. THE EXPONENTIALINTERPOLANTS 
We now introduce the important functions 6, = b;,” (V = 0, il,i2,. . .) 
defined as 
b,(t) = 1 v=O(modn) 
n-l 
b,(t) = A;’ 2 E;mfi2,(t -m/n) 
Ill=0 
(5.1) 
n-l 
v f 0 (mod n), 
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Clearly, b,+, = b, and b-, = 6,. The b, are 2r-splines since 
n-l 
c %I ““=O ifvfO(modn). 
m=O 
They have the fundamental property 
b”(t + l/n) = E,” b”(t) = e2=‘“‘” b”(t) v=O,&l,f2 ).... (5.2) 
Since by(O) = 1, it follows from (5.2) that 
b,(m/n) = q = @“l”mln v=O,l ,...,n- 1. (5.3) 
Thus b”(f) is the 2r-spline interpolant of the function exp(2nivt) [and also of 
exp [2+(v + kn)t], k = O,kl,f2,. . .], and Reb,(r), Imb”(t) interpolate 
cos 2rvt, sin 2nvt, respectively. Therefore, also, 
n-l 
b,(t) = 2 5” so(t - m/n) v=O,*l,*2 ,.... (5.4) 
tlt=O 
Conversely, so may be expressed in terms of bo, . . ., b “-,. By (5.4) 
It-1 
so(t) = (l/n) “z. b,(t). (5.5) 
Hence the spline interpolant SX may be expressed in terms of the b,. By (5.2) 
and (5.5) 
n-1 
~00 - m/n> = (1 I4 Z. G”“’ b,(t) 
and this together with (3.1) gives 
sx(t) = I?; i?v b,(t) 
(5.6) 
Formula (5.6) shows that x(t) has the same spline interpolant as the trigono- 
metric polynomial 
n-l h 
.X0 4,) e2ni”r, it = (l/n) Eiil C” Wn) (5.7) 
[independent of r]. (5.7) is clearly an interpolating polynomial of x(t). 
The Fourier expansion of b, is easily obtained from (2.7), using (2.19): 
b 
Y 
= (-l)‘-‘(2r)! 
c 
e2nl(v-kn)t 
(2lq’ A” k (v - kn)2r (5.8) 
= F (k - v/n)-2r e2n*(“-kn)t 
I 
2 (k - v/n)-2r, v + 0 (mod n). 
k 
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We also record the Fourier expansion of the derivatives bp), s = 1,2, . . ., 2r - 1: 
b:!(t) = (-277in)” 3 (k - ~/n)-**+~ e2ni(“-kn)t 
I 
s (k - v/n)-*’ 
vfO(modn);s=O,l,..., 2r- 1. (5.9) 
The spline functions b,(t) (v = 0,l , . . .,n - 1) and their derivatives b?‘(t) 
are orthogonal just like the functions exp(2aivt) which they interpolate.3 
Indeed, by (5.9) 
s eib~‘(f)b~‘(t)dr=O ifpfv(modn),s=0,1,...,2r- 1. (5.10) 
For the normalization factor we have by (5.9) and (2.19) 
IO’ lbf’(r)l* dr = (2742s 1 + 2’ (1 - krr/v)-‘+r+*r 
( k 
)/( 1 + ;’ (1 - kn/“)+)* 
v$O(modn);s=O,l,..., 2r- 1. (5.11) 
For s = r, (5.11) reduces to 
I d IbF)(t)l*dt = (27rv)*’ I 
; (1 - kn/v)-*’ v f O(modn). (5.12) 
Since it is known that, among all the functions in the class “ry, (periodic 
functions with square-integrable rth derivatives, see Section 6) which inter- 
polate a function x0, the 2n-spline interpolant Sx, attains the minimal value 
of I ei Ix(‘)(t)l*dt, we conclude: 
For no function x in W”, for which x(/r/n) = elnivkln (k = O,fl,f2,. . .) is the 
value of 1: lx(“(t)l*dt smaller than the number (5.12), and only for x = b, is 
this value attained. 
By (5.9), we have for the values of the derivatives at the knots 
bF)(m/n) = /3:)(27riv>s e2”lumnln 
fly’ = /3g)v = (1 + z’ (1 - kn/v)-2r+s) (1 + 3’ (1 - kn/v)-*‘)-I (5.13) 
vfO(modn);s=O,l,..., 2r-2. 
Thus, b:‘(t) interpolates the sth derivative of pf)exp(2rrivt) at the knots m/n, 
and Rebp)(t), Imbp’(t) interpolate the 8th derivatives of jI~)cos27~t, 
3 The orthogonality property of periodic splines considered in [5] concerns splines on 
imbedded meshes, while (5.10) expresses orthogonality of splines interpolating orthogonal 
functions on the same mesh. 
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j?P)sin2nvt. Since b!*“) is a 2(u - s)-spline, and since the interpolating spline is 
unique, we conclude 
b::?(t) = j3if;) b,-,, .(t), v f 0 (mod n); s = 1,2, . . ., r - 1. 
We have this relation for the derivatives of even order only because we have 
restricted ourselves only to splines of even order. 
To calculate the piecewise constant b, (2r-L)(t), we use (5.9) halfway between 
consecutive knots. We obtain 
b~*r-f)(~~/n)=~$-~)(2rr~v)2r-le2~L~(m+l/2)ln 
( I( ) 
-’ /q?-‘) = /$f;-” = 1 + Z’ (-l)“(l - kn/v)-’ 1 + Z’ (1 - kn/v)-2’ (5.14) 
v f 0 (mod n). 
Thus, b:?-“(t) interpolates the (2r - 1)th derivative of j?d*‘-‘)exp(2+vt) at 
the points t = (m +3)/n. The piecewise constant b$-‘j(t) may be used to 
compute b,(t). 
Because of the periodicity property (5.2), b,(t) need be computed only for 
0 < t < l/n. Actually, the interval 0 < t < 1/2n is sufficient since we also have 
the symmetry property 
b,(1/2n + t) = E,,” b,(1/2n - t), (5.15) 
which follows directly from (5.1). 
6. BOUNDS AND APPROXIMATIONERRORSOFTHE b,, 
From the Fourier expansion (5.8) one obtains immediately 
LEMMA 6.1 
IWl G 1, -~<t<a,;v=O,xkl,f2 ).... (6.1) 
One also sees that if v $0 (modn), then lb”(t) 1 = 1 if and only if t = m/n 
(m = 0,+1,&2,. .), that is, at the knots of 6,. For the derivatives b$) we do 
not have the least upper bounds; however by (5.9) 
lb’“‘(t) 1 < /33(27rv) Y 
fl:d = (1 + ;’ I1 - kn/~l-*~+j/( 1 + ;’ 11 - kn/vl-*?) (6.2) 
v$O(modn);s=O,l,..., 2r-2. 
We write /?$ as a fraction whose denominator is 
1 + 2 (1 + kn/v)-2’ + (n/v - l)-*r i- k22(kn/v - l)-21 
k-l 
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and whose numerator consists of the same terms, with the exponent -2r 
replaced by -2r + s. To estimate /I$+! for 1 =G vG n - 1 we use the inequalities 
5 (1 + /rn/~)-*‘+~ < Jb” (1 + XIZ/V)-*~‘~~X = (v/n)(2r - s - 1)-l 
k=l 
(6.3) 
3 (kn/v - l)-*r+s < J,m (xn/v - l)-**+s dx 
k=2: 
= (V/L’)*‘-“(1 - v/n)-2r+r+1(2r - s - 1))‘. 
Then 
s $2 
< 
~+(~)(2r-,~*~-‘+(~)2r~s(~-~)~2r+r+(~)2r~s(l-~)~2’+s+1(2r-~-1)~’ 
. 1 + (;)2r(l 2-2r 
If 2v G n, then since (v/n)*‘-“(1 - ~/n)-*~+~ =G1, 
/32 < 1 + (v/n) (2r - s - 1))’ + 1 + (1 - v/n) (2r - s - I)-’ 
=2-i-(2r-s- 1))’ 
< 3. 
If 2~ > n, then (v/n)*‘-“(1 - ~/n)-*~+~ Q (v/n)*‘(l - ~,/n)-*~, while 2r - s - 1 
+ v/n > 2r - s - v/n. Making use of the inequality (A, + B’)/(A, i B2) 
s B,/B, if 0 < A, G A,, 0 < B2 G B,, (6.3) gives 
/3$s*‘(2r--s- 1 fv/n)(2r-s- I)-’ 
= 1 + (V/H) (2r - s - 1))’ 
-=c 2. 
Thus, we have shown 
P pi s 3, v= l,..., n- l;s=O,l,..., 2r-2. (6.4) 
To estimate b:*‘-“(t), we use (5.14): 
Ii+*‘-‘j(f)1 < 8;:‘~“(27@--I Y 
/I$-‘) = I1 + 3’ (-l)k(l - kn/v)-‘l/l1 + ;’ (1 - kn/v)-*‘l (6.5) 
Then,forlsv<n-1, 
p’**-“= Il+2( v*/h*> 2’ (-l)“-‘(P - v2/n*)-‘l/j 1 + 5’ (1 - kn/v)-2’1. 
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The sum in the numerator is alternating and has decreasing terms. The sum in 
the denominator is larger than 
(1 - n/l.)-2r + (1 + n/v)-2 
= (v2/n2)y 1- v2/n2)-2’[ 1 - v/+r + (1 + v/n)2r] 
> 2(v92)‘(1 - l+?)+. 
Thus, 
p:‘-1) < 1 + 2(l+z2) (1 - v+G)-’ 
1 + 2(v’/n2>‘(1 - vZ/n2)-2r 
and if 2v2 G n2, then since (v2/n2)(1 - v2/n2)-’ G 1, p$:‘-‘) < 1 + 2 = 3. If 
2v2 > n2, then 
(d/n2) (1 - .2/n2)-’ < (d/n2)*( 1 - vZ/n2)-r < (v2/n2>1( 1 - v2/+2r, 
hence @-I) < 1. Thus, we have shown 
/I$-“(3, v= I,..., n- 1. 66) 
We have proved I@)(t)] -C 3(2nv)” for v = 1, 2, . . ., n - 1. Since b,,, - b, 
and b, = 6,, this upper bound is valid for all v. 
In summary, we have 
LEMMA 6.2 
(b;?‘(t) 1 < 3(2m)“, - UJ < tc ~;v=O,~l,zk2,...;s= 1,...,2r- 1. (6.7) 
We now investigate the error in approximating (2rriv)sexp(27rivt) byb:‘(t). 
BY (5.9) 
I(2dv)’ Pi”t - b:‘(t) 1 < 6~‘(27rv)” 
8:) = 1’ 11 - /h/lp+s + F’ 11 - h/VI -zr W3) 
k 
vfO(modn);s=O,l,..., 2r-2. 
We write, assuming 1 < v < n - 1, 
sy = (n/v - l)-lr+s + (n/v + l)-lr+s + (n/v - l)-lr + (n/v + l)+ 
+ kz2 [(h/v - l)-Zr+s + @n/v + l)-Zr+s + &12/V - l)-2r + @n/v $ I)+] 
and apply inequalities (6.3) : 
sy) Q n-Ir+s[( 1 - v/n)++s + (1 + v/n)-2’+S +(1 - v/n)-2r + (1 + v/n)+] 
+ @. - s - I)-’ v2r-s[( 1 - v/n)-2ri-s+ 1 + (1 + 44-2ris+ I] 
+ (2r - 1)‘(v/n)“[( 1 - ~/n)-~~+’  (1 + v/H)-~~+‘]. 
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For 2v G n, this gives 
p < n-2r+s[ps + 1 + 22’ + 1 
I’ 
+ y2r-s( 1 + 22r-s-9 + 2-s v2r-s( 1 + 22r- I)] 
from which one concludes easily 
P < 22’++I/n)2r-s, Y 2<2vGn;s=O,l,..., 2r-2. (6.9) 
Thus, we have shown 
l(27riv)” e2nict - bS”‘(t)l < 22r+2(272)5 v rn--2r 
v=l ,..., [n/2];s=O,l,..., 2r-2. 
For 2v > IZ we make use of (6.7) and obtain 
l(27riv)s e2ni”t - &?(t)l G l(27riv)seZnLvtI + lb~)(t)l 
< (2~v)” + 3(27~v)s = 4(2?~)s(y/nr-~‘v~~n~-~~ 
< 22r+2-y24s V2rns-2r 
(6.10) 
(6.11) 
v=[rz/2]+1,..., n-l;s=O,l,..., 2r-1. 
For the case of s = 2r - 1 we use (5.14), according to which, for m/n < t < 
(m + 1)/n 
l(2rjv)2r-l eZnivr _ b;2r-l)(t)l 
= (2Tv)2r-IJe2nIvt _ /3;2r-1) e2nivon+I/2)/nJ 
G (2nV)2r-I(le277ivt _ e2nlNm+1/2)/nl + lp!2r-1) _ 11). 
By (5.14), for 1 G 2v G rz 
py) - 11 < 11’ (-l)k(l - kn/v)-‘1 
< 2(v2/nZ) (1 - lqz2)-’ 
G (4/3) (v/n), 
while the mean-value theorem gives 
lelnWt _ e2nivon+l/2)inl < 2nv/n* 
We have shown 
1(2*iv)2’-1 elnivt - l~;~*-‘)(t)l <8(2~)~‘-’ v~~Rz--’ 
v=l ,* * VbPl. (6.12) 
For 2~ > n we use (6.11) with s = 2r - 1, and we find the same inequality as 
(6.12). Clearly, the same inequalities are obtained for negative v. Altogether, 
we have proved: 
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LEMMA 6.3 
l(2.rriu)s elnivr - by(t) 1 < 22’+2(2-/r)s v2r ns-2r 
v=O,Ikl ,...) &z- 1);s=O,1,..., 2r- 1. (6.13) 
It is seen that, for fixed v, the error in approximating (2+v)sexp(2?rivt) by 
b:)(t) is uniformly of order no larger than n-2r+s for s = 0, 1, . . ., 2r - 1. That 
it is exactly of this order is seen by taking t = 0 if s is even, s > 2. Then (5.9) 
gives 
lim n2’-“[(27riv)” - b:‘(O)] 
n+m 
= -2(27ri)s v2r 
2 k-2r+s 
(6.14) 
= -2i”(27r)2’ u2rl B2,J /(2r - s)! s=2,4 ,..., 2r-2. 
For s = 0, the error is of the exact order nM2’. This is seen by taking t = 1/2n 
in (5.8). We obtain 
lim n2r[eni”‘n - b,( 1/2n)] 
It-+* 
= 2u2’J (2k - l)+ (6.15) 
= "2r(22r+l - 2)7f2’IB2,1/(2r)!. 
Thus, the error in interpolating by periodic 2r-splines, is of order ne2’ even for 
the function cos2rrt. 
The order nmZrcs i  also obtained for the mean-square rror. Indeed, if the 
Parseval identity is applied to (5.9), one obtains 
II d l(227iv)se2n*“r - b~‘(t)12dt)“2 
= (24s y2rn-2r+s. ;’ (k - v/n)- 
1 
4r+2s + (v/Iz)~~[ T’ (k - ~/n)-~~]zJ “‘I (6.16) 
(l+(./n)2’F’(k-y/~)-2’) VfO(modn);s=0,1,...,2r-I 
and from this we get 
lim n2r-s 
n-e.3 is 
d I(277jv)Sezntvt - @)(r)12&)“2 
= (2z7v)2’{2]B4,-2,1/(4r - 2~)!)‘/~ s=O,l,..., 2r-1. 
We now establish a result that is the analog of Bernstein’s inequality on the 
derivatives of trigonometric polynomials. 
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LEMMA 6.4. For any periodic 2r-spline y bvith knots at the points m/n (m = 0, 
fl, f2, . . .) the inequality 
1: 1 ycs)(t)12 dt G 3(2?m)2S jO’ Iy(t)12 dt 
holds. 
s = 0, 1,. . ., 2r- I;n= 1,2,... (6.18) 
Proof. If we set y = x;:A TV b,, then y@) = x;:A TV b:), and because of the 
orthogonality of the b:‘, we have 
JO’ IYcs)(t)12dt = ;$~J2 j-i lbG”‘(t)12dt. (6.19) 
By(5.1l),forV=1,2 ,..., n-l, 
1: Ib!f’(t)12dt = (2nn)2s 2 (k - ~*/n)-~~+~~ 
k 
I(; (k - v/n)-2r)2’ 
hence by (6.4) and (6.6) 
= (27~~)~~ 1 (1- kn/v)-4r+2S/z (1 - kn/v)-4r < 3(2n~)~~. (6.20) 
k 
Hence, (6.19) yields 
1; I YWI 2dt < 3 ‘3’ (2~rv)~~l77~~~ 1; Ib,(t)12dt 
V=O 
= 3(2nn)2S ji 1 y(t)12dt 
and the lemma is proved. 
Since y@) (p = 1 , . . ., 2r - 2) is itself a periodic (2r -p)-spline with knots at 
the points m/n [the fact that 2r - p may be odd does not affect he argument], 
we infer from (6.18) the more general inequality 
sb Iy’s’(t)12dt G 3(2?m)2S-2p s: ly’p’(t)12dt, 0 <p G s G 2r - 1. (6.21) 
We also consider the approximation of J exp(2Gvt)dt = (I/rv)sin2nVT 
(v = c1,+2,. . .) by /:T b,(t)dt. By (5.8) 
I I, b,,(t) dt = (-l/nn) z (k - v/n)-2r-1 sin 2rr(v - kn) T I 
z (k - v/n)-2r 
v f 0 (mod n). (6.22) 
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Therefore 
I 1, [e2n’“* - ~A01 dt 
=+$p;)-l’[“- l sin 277~7 - (kn - v)-’ sin 274kn 
/[l+(~~~f(k-$ez’] vfO(modn). 
It follows that 
I (1/7rv)sin27rvr - /I7 b,(t) dt( 
< T- 1 v2r- I n-zr . -&‘[(!J (k-;)-*‘-‘+(k-;)-*J 
/[1+(~~~f(k-~)-2r], vfO(modn). 
- 
(6.23) 
(6.24) 
For T = l/n we obtain the asymptotic evaluation 
lim n*‘+’ 
“-xu 
[(~/TV) sin (2rv/n) - j::y” b,(t) dt] 
= 4vZr kz, k-*’ = 4(2~rv)*‘1B~,1/(2r)!, v f 0 (mod n). (6.25) 
7. UNIFORM APPROXIMATION OF g,-FUNCTIONS 
From here on II II will denote the 9,-norm, I’xl] = supr IX(~)/. We assume 
first that x is a trigonometric polynomial 
x(t) = 2 cz,e2nLvr. (7.1) v-N 
Then since S is a linear operator, the interpolating spline Sx is given by 
W) = 2, Qv h(t). (7.2) 
It follows that the bounds derived for the error exp (2rivt) - b;(t) in Section 6 
readily apply to x - Sx. Thus, by Lemma 6.3, we have 
LEMMA 7.1. If x is a trigonometric polynomial of degree G n - 1, then 
1 Ix@) - D’ Srn xl 1 < 2 s = 0, 1, . . ., 2r - 1. (7.3) 
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Also, by (6.19, 
lim nZC[x( 1 j2n) - S,” x( 1/2n)] 
“--+@J 
= (22’t I - 2).rr2’(]B2r]/(2r)!) 5 vzra,. (7.4) ,‘=-A! 
= (-1)‘2(1 - 2-9 (IB2,]/(2r)!)x’2”(0). 
This leads to a formula for x(~~)(O) : 
xt2?)(0) = (-1)‘[(2r)!/2(1 - 2-2r)jBz2,]] lim n2’[x(1/2n) - S/x(1/2n)]. (7.5) 
n-+03 
Another such formula follows from (6.14) 
x(~~)(O) = i2’-“-‘[(2r - s)!/~]B~~-~I] lim P~~~-~[x(~)(O) - (Srnx)“‘(0)], 
“-+CO 
s = 2,4, . . ., 2r - 2. (7.6) 
We remark that since bu+kn = b, (k = 1tl,f2,. . .), (7.2) may be written as 
n-l * 
(7.7) 
Comparison of (7.7) with (5.6) results in well-known formulas for the Fourier 
coefficients of a trigonometric polynomial in terms of the values on a uniform 
mesh. By Lemma 6.1 we conclude 
IlWl s 2; l&l 
s 2, hI* (7.8) 
Similarly, we have for the derivatives PSx: 
n-l h 
D” W) = Z. L. N V(t), s=0,1,...,2r-1 (7.9) 
and by Lemma 6.2, 
II-1 
II~SXII s 3(2~~ z. Gvl 
G 3 “=zN @+4)sI4 s=O,l,..., 2r- 1. (7.10) 
We extend some of these results to general functions. We consider the linear 
space of functions 
x(t) = f a,e2ni”t 
“=- 02 
(7.11) 
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with absolutely convergent Fourier series. We define x:, Ia, 1 as the norm of x, 
and obtain a Banach space &-, (isomorphic to the familiar space I,). Since the 
trigonometric polynomials are dense in this space, (7.8) shows that S = S,” 
is a bounded operator from s,, to V (with uniform norm on x); moreover, the 
bound is uniform with respect o n and Y. If xX(t) denotes the partial sum of 
(7.11) from -N to N, then xN -+ x in the sense of s,, as N + cc. Therefore, by 
(7.2) and (7.7) 
S,“x(t) = lim S,“x,(t) 
iv+30 
n-l * 
= “ZO 5” b”(f), 
where the limit of the infinite sum is (7.12) is uniform with respect to t, n, 
and r. 
If x has a Fourier expansion (7.11) with x:, lvjp Ia,/ < zc for some p, 
0 <p G 2r (p need not be an integer), then we may consider C,, lvlp ICC, I as the 
norm of x (forp > 0 this is a true norm only if functions differing by a constant 
are identified), and this results again in a Banach space 3,. We set 
m 
Ilxll&p = 2 @714)pI%I~ o<p. (7.13) “=-co 
Clearly, ifp is an integer, then l&, = \Ix(~&. On this space not only S, but 
DS, . . ., DpS as well, are bounded transformations to %, as we see from (7.10). 
We may also say that S is a bounded transformation from & to 5Ys (with 
uniform norm on the sth derivative of x). 
The results of (7.8) and (7.10) are summarized in 
LEMMA 7.2 
Pr”xll G I141&I, XE&l 
lPSr”$l G 311xlla 9 xE~s;s=O,l,...) 2r- 1. 
It now follows that for x E 3, (0 G p G 2r) 
D’S; x(t) = 5 a, b:‘(t) 
Y--co 
(7.14a) 
(7.14b) 
n-l A 
= x0 5” V(t), s=O,l 3 **a, [PI (7.15) 
where the limit of the infinite sum in (7.15) is uniform with respect o t, n, 
and r. 
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The following error estimates are based on Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2. We obtain 
from these, for x E 5, (0 <p G 2r) 
Ijx(‘) - D’SxlI < I[xe’ - D’S,vJ! + iix(‘) - x$‘i; + I:D”Sx - DSSxN!I 
< 22rt2(2*)snr-2r ir& v2%-“l +,,;,, @7I4)sI4 
+ 3 ,,.& (2744)‘I4 
< 22’+2(2rr)‘(N2r-p,li-2r ,& IvIpIcc,I + N’-’ ,& Iv~“l4) 
S=O,l,..., [PI. (7.16) 
For s =p G 2r - 1, we take N= [n’12] in (7.16) and obtain 
IIxcp) - D’Sx,l < 2 2rT2&)” (np.2-’ ,,,zA, i~Ip14 f ,“zN 14”14) a (7.17) 
Clearly, (7.17) yields 
I/X(~) - DpS,“xjl = o(1) as n + c/3, 
XESp, p=O,l,..., 2r- 1. (7.18) 
In particular, the spline interpolants Sr”x concerge to the function x uniformly 
ifx E & (i.e. C, lx,1 < a). 
Ifs <p, then we take N = n - 1 in (7.16) and obtain 
IIx(‘) - D” $“x:l G 22r’2(2~)s-Pllx&, nmp 
x E 5p, OGstpG2r. (7.19) 
Thus, x@) is approximated by DsS,“x with an error of order O(nsmP) in the 
class BP, and an explicit bound on the coefficient of nSPv is established. 
Remarkable is that if x E B2r, then even the discontinuous (piecewise constant) 
D2r-1 ,!$“x converge to x@-* ), with an error term of order @n-l). 
For x E iJ2,., the error in the approximation of x@) is of order O(nsm2r), just 
as for trigonometric polynomials. That the error cannot be of higher order is 
clear from the fact that it is of the precise order O(ns-2r) for x(t) = cos2nt 
[see (6.14)]. Moreover, we can extend (7.4) to the function x in 52r. We write 
n2’[x( 1/2n) - Sx( 1/2n)] = n2’[+YX( 1/2n) - Sx,v( 1/2n)] 
+n2”[(x-x,)(1/2n-S(x-x,)(1/2n)]. (7.20) 
By (7.19) we have 
n2rl(x - xX)(l/2n) - .S:(x - x,V)(1/2n)l G 22’t2(27r-2’lIx - xN.jgz, (7.21) 
and this can be made arbitrarily small, independent of n, by choosing N 
sufficiently large. Thus, (7.20) in conjunction with (7.4) and (7.21) gives 
lim n2’[x(l/2n) - S;x(1/2n)] = (-1)‘2(1 - 2-2’)(IB2rl/(2r)!)x(2’)(0) (7.22) 
n-m 
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for every x E &. Eq. (7.22) may be considered a formula for x@‘)(O) : 
xtzr)(0) = (-1)‘[(2r)!/2(1 - 2-*3jB,,l] lim n*‘[x(1/2n) - $“x(1/2n)], x E 52r. 
*+m 
(7.23) 
In the same way (7.6) is extended, and gives 
x(2'y())= i*r-s-l [(2r - s)!/2jB2,-,I] lim rz2r-s[xX(s)(0) - D” SF x(O)], 
II-h% 
s=2,4,..., 2r - 2, x E 52r. (7.24) 
From (7.23) we conclude that if x E 52r and x(1/2n) - &“(1/2n) = o(lt-*‘) as 
n --+ co, then x-(~~)(O) = 0. Using only the sequence n= 2” (m = 0, 1,2,. . .), we 
may also conclude from (7.23) that if x E 52r and 1:x - &‘xj] = o(K*~) as 
n -+ 33 then x(2r)(k. 2-9 = 0 for each m and integer k. Since xcZr) is continuous, 
this im;lies ?c(*~) = 0, hence x is the constant function. We have proved: 
If x E s2? and 11x - S,,‘xll = o(Tz-*~), then x is constant. 
In similar fashion we conclude from (7.24): 
Zf x E 52r and IID”x - DS,“xI] = o(ns-2r) for some s = 0, 1, . . ., 2r - 1, then 
x is constant. 
We summarize several of these results in 
THEOREM 7.1. Suppose S,“x(t) is theperiodic 2r-spline (r > 1) that interpolates 
the function x(t) at the knots m/n (m = O,rt1,&2,. . .). Zf s is one of the integers 
0, 1, . ..) 2r - 1 and if x E 3, for some p, s <p G 2r, then 11x@) - (S~X)(~$ 
= U(nPGs) [o(l) ifs =p]asn --f or). Znparticular, ifx E B2r, then I/x@) - (S/x)@)11 
= O(n-2r+s), and if 1.x 1 cs) - (,$“x)@)II = o(n-2’+s) for some s, 0 Q s G 2r - 1, then 
x is constant. 
The special case p = 2r - 2 (with the weaker hypothesis x E @*r-2 in place 
of x E 521-2 and with a more general sequence of meshes) appears in [5, 
Theorem 41. However, the conclusion there is only x@) - (S;x)(*) = o(l) for 
s=o, 1, . . . . 2r - 2. In the same paper the case p = r appears (again x E Vr 
in place of x E $J,, and a more general sequence of meshes is considered), and 
the conclusion is x@) - (&‘x)@) = o(l) only for s = 0, 1, . . ., r - 1. There are 
more precise results in [7], however this source was not available at the time 
this article was written. Related results are also found in [IO]. 
8. MEAN-SQUARE APPROXIMATION OF "w, FUNCTIONS 
We now consider functions x(t) with Fourier expansion xv qexp(27riut) 
for which 
(8.1) 
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The numberp need not be an integer, but we do assumep > 3. We call the space 
of these functions %‘-,,, and provide it with the norm 
(8.2a) 
which clearly comes from an inner product. ?Vp is a Hilbertspace. Inparticular, 
if p is an integer, then $Fp is the Sobolev space of periodic functions x that 
have derivatives x’, x”, . . ., x(P-‘1, with x(~-‘) absolutely continuous and the 
Lebesgue derivative x-u’) square-integrable. The norm defined above is also 
given by 
I/x!171’, = {J-i Ix(P)(t)l2dtJ”2 = IIx(P)112 (8.2b) 
ifp is an integer. 1 I2 will denote the 9, norm from here on. As before, functions 
differing by a constant are identified [or CY,, = 
I d x(f)& = 0 is assumed for 
each x]. 
Since C, 1~;~~ 10z,j2 < ccj implies 
1 yP-1/2-c 
v>o 
Ia,I < (~ov2.1a”~2 ~ov-y2 < co, 
we conclude 8,~ ‘#‘-Pc Fjp-1,2-C for every E > 0. It then follows from Theorem 
7.1 that $x@) - DsSrnxil = O(ns-p+1!2+c ) for XE’FY, and s<p-+. We will 
show that this error is actually O(ns-pt’~2 ) and that the root mean-square rror 
11x@) - DsSrnxji2 is O(C”). 
The function (274~)s exp (27ript) -b:‘(t) is orthogonal (in .ZY2) to the 
function (2Gv)s exp (27rivt) - b!?(t) if CL, v are integers not congruent (modn). 
Therefore, if 
x(r) = 1 a e2nib’t 
Ivl<N ” 
is a trigonometric polynomial of degree N G [n/2] (if N = n/2, it is assumed 
that either aN = 0 or amN = 0), then by Lemma 6.3 
11x(‘) - DsS/xI122 < JN ja,12 Jb j(2~iv)Se~~“” - by)(t)12dt 
We formulate this as 
(8.4) 
LEMMA 8.1. If x is a trigonometric polynomial of degree N G [n/2], then 
I IX(~) - Ds Srn x/f2 G 22r+2(2~1r)s-2’(I~:lW2r ns-2r, s=O,l,..., 2r- 1. (8.5) 
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The order of this error bound is sharp. Indeed, (6.17) gives for any trigono- 
metric polynomial x 
gm +slIx(S) - Ds ST 41~ = {21~.+,,1/(4r - 2~)!Y11x11WZrY -02 
s=O,l,..., 2r- 1. (8.6) 
The spline interpolant S may be considered as a linear transformation from 
#‘-, to ?Ys. We show that this transformation is bounded ifs <p - 3. 
LEMMA 8.2. Ifx E W, (p > t), 
x(t) = ,JN CC,e2nir’t (N > l), 
/ 
then 
IIWI~~ G 9(2n) 2+2n-‘(2p - 2s - l)-’ N--2~+2s+‘IIxII&, s cp - 3. 
(8.7) 
Proof. Since YV,C ‘&, for p > 3, the Fourier series (7.11) of x converges 
absolutely, and by (7.9) we have 
Ds Sx = 1 c$, b:‘, 8” = ,$ %+km (8.8) ” 
where we let v range from -[(n - 1)/2] to [n/2] instead of from 0 to n - 1. 
Then, by Lemma 6.2, 
llDsW22 = C l~v1211~~‘l122 
c 
< 9(2~)~” 1 vzs~~v~2, s=O,l,..., 2r- 1. (8.9) ” 
By the Schwarz inequality, 
12 %+kn I2 < 1 Iv + knl-2p+2s 2 Iv + kn12p-2slmy+kn12. (8.10) 
Using the simple inequality 
,,+JJv + knl- 
2Pf2S < 2n-l(2p _ &- 1)-l N-aJ+zs+l 
and the fact that Iv] G Iv + knl for the values of v employed, we obtain 
F vZsl? CL,+~~I~ G 2n-‘(2p - 2s - 1)-r ZV-2pf25+’ 5 I~]2P(~,,12. (8.11) p’=-” 
(8.11) together with (8.9) yield (8.7). 
Now assume x E 7/q, (p > 3) and 
x,(t) = ,“sN a,e2nivr, N G [n/2]. 
4 
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Then we obtain, using Lemmas 8.1 and 8.2 
;:xcs) - DsS'xjj, G IjxE) - DsSx& + ilx@) - .~l;")i'~ + I;D",S.u - DsSxJ, 
< 2y27T)s (u& “4~Icq2 ?zs-zr + (,“J&, (2iiv)2’lr,l’)l~~ 
+ 3(2n)“-~ 2n-l(2p - 2s - 1)-l jv-Z~+Zs-kl 
i !rZx (2~~)i.142]“2~ 
(8.12) 
We choose N = [n/2] and find 
II+) - DsS~]!2 G 2p+2(2~)“-p ( ,“sN /2m12pla,12)“2 nSmp 
+ 2”(2rr)lep(, Y 
gN ~2rrv~2p~a~l’j’i2~~s~~ 
+ 3(2~r)“-P2~-“(2p - 2s- 1)m1i2(, 
" 
& /2rrv~"/a,l')l:ld-~. 
(8.13) 
Therefore, we have proved 
IIds) - DSSrnx(lt d (2~),-~2~+~[1 + 3(2p - 2s - 1)-‘/2]ns-ellXil~Pp, 
s++<p<2r. (8.14) 
Thus, X@) is approximated [in the square-mean] by DsSrnx with an error 
of order 0($-p) in the class YVp (p > s + +), and an explicit bound on the 
coefficient of nSmp is established. For x E WZr, the error in the approximation 
of x@) is of order KP-~~, just as for trigonometric polynomials. That the error 
cannot be of higher order is shown by extending equation (8.6) to general 
functions in YY’-~~. By the triangle inequality we have 
IIZ~~-~I~X(~) - D"SX/(~ - r~~~-~((a-$) - DSSxN(121 
< r~~~-~ll(x - xN) - Ds S(x - xN)/12. (8.15) 
By (8.14) we have 
n2r-siI(X - x~~)(‘) - D”S(X - xN)I12 < CIIX - ~.~l!yy~, (8.16) 
with a constant C that is independent of n and N. (8.16) can be made arbitrarily 
small by choosing N sufficiently large (independent of n). Thus, with the use 
of (8.6) and (8.16), (8.15) yields 
lim n2r-S/ Ix(S) _ D” s,” XII2 = {2]B4,-,,]/(4r - 2S)!}“2#X!!w,, 
n+m 
s=0,1,...,2r- 1 (8.17) 
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for any function x in w,,. In particular, this implies 
Zf x E W-,, and j;x cs) - (S,“)@)X~:~ = o(rFZr) for some s = 0, 1, . . ., 2r - 1, 
then x is constant 
We summarize some of these results in 
THEOREM 8.1. Suppose S;x(t) is theperiodic 2r-spline (r > 1) that interpolates 
the function x(t) at the knots m/n (m = O,il,i2,. . .). Zf s is one of the integers 
0, 1, . . . . 2r- 1 andifxEWpforsomep,s+*<p<2r, then 
{Ji IxCs)(t) - (S/x)(s)(t)12dt~‘i2 = O(Cp) mnnx. 
In particular, ifx E W21, then 
{ji Ix”‘(t) - (S,” x)@‘(t)1 2 dt] “2 = O(n-2r+s), 
and ifthis error is of order o(n -2r-s) for some s, 0 G s G 2r - 1, then x is constant. 
Similar results for the cases p = r and p = 2r have also been obtained (for 
more general meshes and more general types of splines) in [8, Theorems 7 and 
131. The conclusion of that paper concerning the case p = 2r is weaker, inas- 
much as O(ns-2r) is replaced by O(nE-2r+‘12), for s = r + 1, . . ., 2r - 1. Related 
results are also found in [7]; however, this source was not available when this 
article was written. 
The case p = Y deserves pecial attention. It is well known (see [I], p. 133; 
[3] and [5]), that among all functions y E ?Vr that interpolate a given function 
x E ?V, at the points m/n (m = 0,*1,*2,. . .), the 2r-spline y = Sr”x attains the 
minimal value of -10’ Iy(‘)(t)12dt and that 1: (S,“x)(‘)(t)xg’(t)dt = 0 for any 
function x,, E ?Vr for which x,(m/n) = 0 (m = 0, +I,. . .). Therefore, 
llDrSrnxl12 d ll”ll?vrr,, x E w, (8.18a) 
and 
11x(‘) - DrSr”X1j22 = Ilxll:-, - IIsrnX;;;g-,, XEWr. (8.18b) 
We may now state 
THEOREM 8.2. Suppose S,“x(t) is theperiodic 2r-spline (r 2 1) that interpolates 
the function x(t) at the knots m/n (m = O,&l,i2,. . .). Zf x E -W;, then 
j; Ix”‘(t) - (S,“x)“‘(t)j2dt =I; IxCr)(t)12dt -1; I(S:x)(‘)(t)12dt 
= o(1) as n --f cc. (8.19) 
Proof. By (8.12), using N= [n1’2] (which is <[n/2] for n 2 6), we have, for 
n sufficiently large 
11x(‘) - DrSrnxl12 < 22r+2n-r’2 (, & (21iy)2rl~.12)‘~2 +  (, 
v< ” 
Nwrl%12)1’2 
c o(1) asn+m. (8.20) 
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This result is remarkable since the approximated function is x(‘), which is 
an arbitrary function in 9,. This case is dealt with in [8, Theorem 71, but the 
conclusion there is only iix”) - DS~“& = O(1) as n --f ,=. 
By Theorem 8.1, lix - S,“xIIz = O(n-@) if x E 7X”‘, (p > +). The converse of 
this statement is not true. However, we now prove a result that is very close to 
a converse. 
THEOREM 8.3. Suppose Srnx is the periodic 2r-spline (r > 1) that interpolates 
the square-integrable function x at the points m/n (m = O,+l,i2,. . .), and 
{Ii Ix(t) - S,“x(t)/2dt)1~2 = O(0) for some 1 c q Q 2r and n = 1,2, 4, 8, . . . . 
Then x is equal almost everywhere to a function x, E 7Yp, where p is the largest 
integer smaller than q. 
Proof If 
11x - S”x/l* < cn-‘, n= 1,2,4 ,..., (8.21) 
then 
jlS”x - S2”xl12 G 2CnW4, n= 1,2,4 ,.... (8.22) 
The function S”x - SZnx is a 2r-spline with knots at the points m/2n (m = 0, 
*1,&2 ,... ). ByLemma6.4,fors=O, 1, . . . . 2n- 1 
IID”S”x - DSS2’x!j2 < C, nsmq, n=1,2,4,... (8.23) 
where Ci = (12)“2(4~)“C. Thus, if m = 2kn (k a positive integer), then 
k-l 
!ID’S”x - D’S”xll* < 2 IlDsS2’nX - D’S2’+‘nX~~2 I, 
l=O 
k-l 
< C, n’-“/(l - 2”-9. (8.24) 
It follows that, for s = 0, 1, . . . . p the sequence of functions D”S”x (n = 1, 2, 
4,. . .) converges (in g2), while by hypothesis the sequence S”x converges to x. 
Since W, is complete, the conclusion of the theorem follows. 
It is not true that I/x - S,“XJ;~ = O(~Z-*~) (n = 1,2,4,.. .) implies x E W,,. 
This is seen by taking for x a 2r-spline that has knots at the points me2-k 
(m = O,f1,&2,. . .), for some positive integer k, with x(~~-‘) discontinuous at 
some of these knots. Then S”x = x for n 2 2k, but x 4 “w;,. 
9. UNIFORM APPROXIMATION OF W, FUNCTIONS 
As in the preceding section the functions to be approximated by 2r-splines 
are periodic and in W, for some p > +. As before, 11 1 denotes the Za-norm, 
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11 IIw, the norm in ?Vp. The spline interpolant S, considered as a linear trans- 
formation from ?V,, to Q?, (s <p - 3) is bounded. A bound for this trans- 
formation is given in 
LEMMA 9.1. If x E “w, (p > +), 
x(t) = 2 a, eZnivr (Na l), 
(v(bN 
then 
JJDsS,“xII s 3(2~-)‘-~(2n-‘(2p - 2s - I)-’ N-2p+2s+‘}“2J)~J~~~~, 
s<p-3. (9-l) 
Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Lemma 8.2, with (8.8) replaced by 
!lD”W s 2 I%1 IIVII 
G 3;2rr)’ $ bMvl, s=O,l,..., 2u- 1. (9.2) 
By (8.9) and (8.10) we have 
If”1 < {2n-‘(2p - 2s - 1)-’ x-2p+2s+ 2 Iv + kn12p-2”ltL,+kn)2}1’2; 
hence 
z IuISI&I s {2n-‘(2p - 2s - 1)-i N-“p+2=‘,z~m I#‘lc#}“2, 
so that (9.2) yields (9.1). 
If we apply the Schwarz inequality to the finite sum in (7.3), we obtain for 
x(t) = JN a, elnLvr (N s n - 1) 
11x(S) - DSS,“xll < 22’+‘(2&[, FN (u1-P !“JN ly12p~a.12) li2n- (9.3) 
v< 
and since C IVY”-‘” < (2N+ l)N4r-2p, 
(Ix@) - DSSr”x!( s 2 2r+2(2T)j(2N+ 1)iV-2JJ ,~~lY/2p/OI,11)“2ns-2r 
p>o;s=o,1,..., 2r- 1. (9.4) 
Using (9.4) and Lemma 9.1, we find for x E wD (p > $), with xN the partial 
Fourier sum as before, 
JJxcs) - Ds,!i‘xjJ < ]jx$) - D”Sx,jl + J/X(~) - x$‘i] + JDsSx - D”SX,~~ 
s 22’f2(2?T)7(2N + 1) P-2p ,“ZN l~12pI%121”2~s-2’ 
+ 2 12rvIsIa,I + 3(2r)SmP(2n-‘(2~ - 2~ - l)-’ iV-2P+2s+’ 
Ivl>N 
2 ~27w~2p~a,~2)‘~2. (9.5) 
Ivl>N 
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We take N = [n/2] - 1, and obtain 
/Ix(S) - D”SxlI < 2p-y27r)“-a 
( 
,,& ,,,~~P~,~,,~~)‘;i~~-P+l 2 
+ 2p-y274-+2p - 2s- l)-’ ,,,Jy 12n”~‘D~a,,2)‘~2~~-P+‘~2 
1 
+ 3*2p-s(2rr)E.p((2p - 2s - 1)-‘,,JN 12rrv~2~~~,,,2)‘-2n(-p-~‘i2, 
where we have used the inequality 
< 2--s+p (2p - 2s- l)-’ ,JV [y~2p~oL~,/2]“2n~-P~~‘12 
The final result derived from (9.6) is 
I[x@) - D” Srn xi1 < (2?~)“-~ 2pi2 (2py;! i)‘~2*s-p+‘,2(,.,,~~p, 
s+3<p<2r. 
(9.6) 
(9.7) 
(9.8) 
Thus, x(” is approximated uniformly by D’S,“x with an error of order 
w-p+“2 ) in the class ?V, (p > s + +)>, and an explicit bound on the coefficient 
of nS-p+‘/2 isestablished. For x E ‘%f, and s one of the numbers 0, 1, . . ., Y - 1, 
the error is of order O(K~+~+‘/~ ), and that this is the best possible, is proved 
below (see Theorem 11.2). We state the result in 
THEOREM 9.1. Suppose S,“x(t) is theperiodic 2r-spline (r > 1) that interpolates 
the function x(t) at the knots m/n (m = O,fl,-f2,. . .). Ifs is one of the integers 
0, 1, . ..) 2r - 1 and ifx E W, for some p, s + 3 <p G 2r, then I!x@) - (Sr”x)@),I 
= O(nS-P+‘!2) asn -+ to. 
In [6, Theorem 31 it is proved that if x E ?Y”,, then Ix@)(t) - D’S,Rx(t)i = o( 1) 
fors=O, 1, . . . . r - 1, uniformly in t on a sequence of imbedded meshes. In 
[8, Theorems 6,8 and lo] the casesp = r andp = 2r of Theorem 9.1 (for more 
general meshes and more general types of splines) are proved. 
10. A REPRODUCING KERNEL 
As remarked before, the space ?‘Yr plays a particular role in the analysis of 
2r-splines. By 7ry = ?V,” we denote the subspace of Y?+‘-~ whose elements x 
satisfy the conditions 
x(u/n) = 0, u=O,l ,...,n-I. (10.1) 
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F? is a Hilbert space which has a reproducing kernel, that is, a function K, E ?I? 
such that 
X(T) = (x, K,), = j; xcr’(t) K:‘(t) dt (10.2) 
for each x E 9 and each real 7. In this section we find explicit expressions for 
K,- 
r-fold integration by parts in (10.2) shows that K, is the reproducing kernel 
of ?? if it satisfies, for T # 0, +1/n, &2/n, . . ., the following conditions 
(i) K, E ST?‘~~-~, K,(t + 1) = K,(t), -m < t < CO 
(ii) K,(v/n)=O, u=O,l,,.., II- 1 
(iii) K:*“(t) = 0, t # 0, &l/n, &2/n,. . .; t # 7 
(10.3) 
(iv) KI*‘-‘)(T + 0) - Kj2r-1)(~ - 0) = (--I)‘, -CC -=z T < co. 
The function 
CAt) = K--1Y/(2rN @*r(t) - B,ro - 711 (10.4) 
is seen, by the use of (2.5), to satisfy (10.3, (iii), (iv)). To obtain a function that 
also satisfies (10.3(ii)) we subtract the spline interpolant Sr” C,(t), obtaining 
K,(t) = C,(t) - 1:; C,(h) so@ - 44. (10.5) 
Clearly, K, satisfies (10.3); hence is the reproducing kernel of X?. We develop 
a more explicit expression for K,. 
By definition of so [see (2.25)] and by the use of (2.6), we have 
Hence, using C, pP+ B2,(v/n) = 6,. P, which is a result from (2.25) :
(10.6b) 
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Therefore, (10.5) gives 
K,(t) = [(-1)‘/(2r)!] [nP@,,(nt) + B,&T) - B2,(nt)B2,(r27)/B2, - 4) 
+py$; P/I-v B,r(f - p/4 &A7 - 44 - Uf - 41. (10.7) 
This formula makes the symmetry of the kernel apparent. 
We develop still another formula for K,, using the functions b, for this 
purpose. By (2.20), (2.6) and (5. l), we have 
=n -’ I$ Am b,(t) b,(7) + n-2’B2,(nt)B2,(n7)/B2,. 
If this is used in (10.7), we obtain 
K,(f) = [(-1)‘/(2rYl b-2’@,,(n~) + &rW - 4,) 
+ .-I 1%; A, b,(t) b,(d - 4,O - 41. (10.9) 
We also give the Fourier expansion of K,. Using (2.7) and (5.8) in (10.9), 
one arrives at 
K,(t) = [(-1)‘/(2r)!] n-2r(h2,(n~) - B,,) 
+ &-2* ;’ k-2r(e-2nikr - bk(7)) ,pfkt. (10.10) 
11. EXACT ERROR BOUNDS 
o Let U(X) be a linear functional defined for a class of functions x that includes 
Ily,” (for definition see Section lo), and which is bounded on w,“. Let its 
bound be denoted by jlujj = liulj+-,“; thus: 
(11.1) 
Using the reproducing kernel K, of P/ (see Section lo), we have u(Z) = (x, 
u(K)) ; hence 
II4 = MKh-r = b(4K)N”2~ (11.2) 
It follows from general theory (see [I] or [2]) that u(Sx), where Sx = S,nx 
is the spline interpolant of x, represents the median of the values of u(x) for 
x in the class 
9 = g,“e; PI : llxllk, G p2, xw4 = L v=O,l,..., n- 1. (11.3) 
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(9 is a “disk” in -w;>, and that the maximal deviation of the values U(X) from 
the median in Z3 is 
Fg IuW - u@x)I = Mi(p* - IIWI~,Y’*. 
We shall calculate \\Sxljw,, and (lul\+~~~ for various functionals u. 
a. By (5.6) and (5.8) 
(11.4) 
This is an explicit expression for IJSxJJw,. We may also use the spline approxi- 
mation of the Fourier coefficients to express jISxllw,. We denote them by 
5 “, r, and have, by (4.7), for v f 0 (modn) 
t,,, , = 1: Sx(t) e-2ni”rdt = (-I)‘-‘(2r)! (237~)*‘A;’ n&. (11.6) 
Therefore, (11.5) becomes 
Il~xll~r = 1% (27e %. r E” r=l,2 ).... (11.5b) v 
b. Let u(x) = u,(x) = x(7); that is, we consider interpolation at the point T, 
and IIuJ is a significant measure for the error in interpolation. Since u,(K) 
= K,, (11.2) gives 
IMI = IlfGll-w,. 
To calculate this we use (10.9), according to which 
(-l)‘K!“(f) = (n-‘/r!) B,(nt) - (l/r!) S,(t - T) i (n-‘/(2r)!> :;; A” b:‘(t) b,(7). 
(11.7) 
If this function is expanded in a Fourier series, the coefficient of exp (2Tivt) is 
0 if v = 0, and is found to be 
(-1)“2(27rv)-‘(e-2ni”7 - b,(7)), 
by (2.7) and (5.10), if v = il, 52, . . . . Therefore 
I/2 
IIu,II = (2n)-’ 2’ v-2rle2n1”’ - /7,(~)1* 
l I 
. (11.8) 
” 
Although in deriving this we assumed r to be even, it also holds for r odd. 
Clearly, Jexp(2rrivT) - b”(~)l = lexp(-2 nivT) - b-,(7) I ; hence (11.8) may also 
be written as 
)f,JJ = (27$‘(2 “$, v-2rJe2ni”T - b,(T)J’)“2. (11.9) 
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We evaluate the order of liu,ll+,. as II -+ co. By (5.29), we obtain from (I 1.9) :
9(2n)2,iIuT~12 = 2 
I <lJ<[n/2] 
v-2rle2nL”T - b,,(7)12 + 1 v-2rje2niL’T - b,(7)12 
U>[fl/21 
< 24r+2 ,i4r 1 v-2, + 4 
2 
v-2r 
1 Cv~Cnl21 r*>[n/21 
< 22r+ 1 n-2r+ I + 4@~/2)-~*“/(2r - 1). (11.10) 
Thus, 
II~,II~~,~ G 23/2,-rn-r+l/2 r= 1,2,...;n= 1,2,.... (11.11) 
The result l# = O(K’+“~) was proved by Weinberger [9] for the case r = 2, 
x nonperiodic. 
We now show that O(n-‘+I/*) is the exact order of sup,~~~,~l+,.. Using 
T = l/2n and v = Kn (0 < K -c I), we have by (5.8) 
nr-1/2v-rlenivin - b,(1/2n)] = C(K)fl-“2 (11.12) 
where we have set 
C(K) = 2K-’ k 2, (k - K)-2’ 
I 
; (k - K)-‘,. (11.13) 
Let C,, > 0 be chosen such that 
C(K) > c,, + < K < 3. (11.14) 
Then by (11.12) 
and by (11.9) 
c3n141 
n2r-l 
C v-2rleniv’n - b,(1/2n)12 > *co2 (11.15) 
v=cn/211 
nr-“2(]~,,2n!]+,~ > C0(2n)-’ 2-‘12, n = 1,2,. . . ; r = 1,2,. . . , (11.16) 
which proves the assertion. By using the inequalities 
2 (k - K)-2r/; (k - K)-2r > ,z, (k - K)-2r 
k odd I 
[K-*, + 2 k zd (k - K)-2r] 
> (1 - K)-2r/[K-2r+ 2(1 - K)-2r] > 1/3, $ < K <a 
we see that Cc, = 22r+’ 3-‘-r satisfies (11.14). Thus (11.16) becomes 
IZ’-~/~I~U~,~~]),+,” > (2/3)‘+‘n-‘2-1!2, n = 1,2,. . .; r = 1,2,. . , . (11.17) 
We now prove the existence and determine the value of 
lim 1~,-~/~~~~,,~~~)3,.. (11.18) 
n-%0 
BY (5.8) 
wvin - b,(1/2n)l =2/ 1 (k-v/r~)-~~/~(k-v/n)-~~l, vfO(modn) 
k odd 
= 2, v = n, 3n, 5n, . . . , 
= 0, v=0,2n,4n ,.,., (11.19) 
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We introduce the functions 
C,(z) = z- + ;’ (z - k)-“, s = 1,2,. . . . (11.20) 
Then 
C,(Jg) = 2” k Zen (z - k)-“, c,(*z + J) = 2Sk ;d (z - k)-“. (11.21) 
Substitution of (11.19), (11.20) and (11.21) in (11.8) yields 
ll~l,*nlI = (W’ (2-4’;’ soy- ) 
112 
2r C&(v/2n + *)/C~,(v/n) + 2-2r+2 ne2r C,,(3) . 
(11.22) 
Since C,(z + 1) = C,(z), one finds 
“&J-2r GrWn + WIr(~/n) 
= n-2r 2-2’ I< [ ctrc 12 v n + 9 C,r(dw + GWW C2rWn + % I/ GWn) n-1 =n -2r 2 C2rWW czry/,2” + 3w+2r(dn). (11.23) 
Therefore, (11.22) may be written as 
L 
II-1 
nr-“2jjU,,2nll =(27r)-‘2-2’+1 ; 1 c&(+2) C,,($2n + :)/C&/n) 
v=, 
1 
I/2 
* + 22rn-’ c,,(+) (11.24) 
C,(z) is a meromorphic function with poles of order s at z = 0, &I, f2, . . . . 
From the well known Mittag-Leffler expansion of cotangent, one obtains 
C,(z) = [(-l)“-’ 7rS/(s - l)!] COP1)7rZ. (11.25) 
The function C2r(3f) C2,(+t + +)/C2r(t) occurring in (11.24) is analytic in 
0 G t =z 1. Indeed, it approaches the value 24’ Ckodd ke2’ both as t approaches 
0 or 1. Therefore, (11.24) is the Riemann sum of a convergent integral, and one 
obtains 
lim n’-“/2~~z4,,2nJ~+-,~ = (27r)-r2-2r+1 (J; dtC,,(+t + $3 C2X3t )/c,,(t)) 1’2. (11.26) 
W-W2 
We have proved 
THEOREM 11.1. 2-*‘2(2/3)‘f1<~rnr-1’2sup~x(~)~ ~2 ‘~~ n= 1, 2, . . . . r= 1, 
2 , . . . if the supremum is taken ouer ---cc < r < ic and ocer the class offunctions 
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s of period 1 which ranish at 0, 111 ;in, &2/n. . . a&for which 1: Is”j(t)12dt < 1. 
Moreocer, it’m’.‘2sup I.\-( 1!2n)’ approaches a positire limit as n + x1 gicen in 
(11.26). 
c. We now assume r > 2 and consider 4.~) = z.Jx) = x’(7). Then V(K) 
= (d/h) K,, and ( 11.2) gives 
jlo,j/ = ~~dK#+~~~. (11.27) 
By (11.7) the coefficient of exp(2Gt) in the expansion of (d/&) K,(f) is found 
to be 
Thus, 
(-1)‘!2(27rv)-‘(-27rive-2”il’l - b,‘(7)). 
I;~,\1 =(2,)-,+-l 
i 
2 $ v-2r 1 21e2nivs - b,‘(7)/2njv12 “2e (1 I .28) 
v=l 1 
One proceeds as above to show that $~ll+,” = O(n-ri3i2) uniformly in 7. 
In the same way one can prove that if I 2 s + 1, and a,(x) represents X@)(T), 
then IIvJ&,. = O(n-‘+s+“2) uni orm f ly . m 7, and that this is the exact asymptotic 
order. 
For the case where z.,,(x) represents x’(O), we prove the existence and 
determine the value of 
lim nr-3’21/uolj~~.. (11.29) 
“-WC 
BY (5% 
1 - b,,‘(0)/27+ = (n/v) ,jm k(k - v/n)m2r/kjm (k - v/n)-2r 
= [CzrW4 - (n/v) C2,- I(4nW2rW4, v f 0 (mod 4 
zzz 1, v -O(modn) (11.30) 
where we have used the functions (11.20). Substitution of (11.30) in (11.28) 
yields 
lluoll = (2n)-‘-I 
1 
2’ [n2 v-2r C,‘,-,(v/n) - 2nve2’+’ C,,-,(v/n) C,,(v/n) 
Y 
+ v-~~+ 2 C:,(v/n)]/C~l(v/n) + nm2’ +2 
and since C,(z + 1) = C,(z), 
(11.31) 
i 
n-1 
nr-3/2j~U,ll = (2n)-‘-’ n-’ 1 [CL-, (v/n) - 2CL k4n) 
“Cl 
I l/2 + C,,-,(v/n) Czr(v/n)]/C2r(v/n) + n-2r+2 z’ k-2r+2 . (11.32) 
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The function [-C;,-,(t) + C&t) Cz,(t)]/Cz,(t), occurring in (11.32), is 
analytic in 0 G t G 1. It approaches the value Ck’ kezri2 as t approaches 0. 
Therefore, (11.32) is the Riemann sum of a convergent integral, and one 
obtains 
lim nr-3’211t’.l/~-,~ = (25-)-‘-r (1: dt[C,,-,(t) Czr(t) - Czr-l(t)]/C1Jt))“2 
n+m 
r=2,3 ).... (11.33) 
We have proved 
THEOREM 11.2. There are positice numbers c,, C, depending on r only, such 
thatfirs=O, 1, . . ..r- 1 
c, -c nr-s-L’2 sup Ix(~)(T)~ < C,, n= I,2 ,... ;r=2,3 ,... 
if the supremum is taken over --io < r < co and ocer the class of functions x of 
period 1 ivhich vanish at 0, *1,/n, *2/n, . . . and for il,hich j; Ix”‘(t)12dt G 1. 
Moreover, nr-3i2~up Ix’(O)/ approaches a positice limit as n --f x, gicen in 
(11.33). 
^_ 
d. For the quadrature functional W(X) = W,(X) = JI, x(t)dt, we have 
w(K) = j:r K,du, and (11.2) gives 
Using (11.7), this gives 
(11.34) 
llwsll = 2(2~)-“-I 2 $, v-2’-2(sin 2rrvT - TV I;7 b,(t) dt)‘) “2. (11.35) 
We work out the order of ~HT&Y~,, as n -+ 00 for the case T = lin. By (6.22) 
we have 
sin (27rv/n) - 7rv 
s ;;yn b,(t) dt 
= sin (2rv/n) F’ k(k - v/n)-2r-‘/z (k - v/n)-2r, v $0 (mod n), 
= -2nvln, v = 0 (mod n). (11.36) 
Therefore, 
llW,,“ll = 2(2n)-‘-1 2 
( 
1 v-~~-* sin* (2nv/n) 
U2l.V*O 
F k(k - v/n)-2r-* 
/F (k - v/n)-2r]2 + 8n2 nmZre2 ,T, v-~~) 1’2. (11.37) 
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We use sin’(2nu/n) < 47r? v?;zz? in ( 11.37), and for 2~ < zz the inequalities 
0 < 2 k(k - Y/h-*‘-’ 
k I 
; (k - “;i/l)-*’ < (,+)‘r 2 k(li - y/l?)-*‘-’ 
k 
< (v/h)*~ 
[ 
,z, k-2’ +,$, k(k - +,--I] 
[ 
Lx 
= (“/!n)*r 22’ 2 k-2’+ (p-f 
h=1 
> kz, k-q 
< p+yl+p. (11.38) 
For 2v > n, we have, more directly, by (5.12) 
Thus, 
lsin (2nvjn) - 7rv 
J 
‘I” -,,n b,(t)dtI G 4nv/n. (11.39) 
[1~,,~ll =c 2(27r)-‘-’ 24r+5 n-* n-4r-2 2 Use + 25 i3 K* 2 Vet 
( *u<n *v>n 
+ 8n2 n-“-* .z, ~~~~1, 
or 
II~~l,“llY8r” < 2i;2~-rn-‘-l:2 , n=1,2 ,... ;r=1,2 ,.... (11.40) 
To show that nrL’i2j1w,&cr. tends to a positive limit, we make use of the 
functions (11.20) and write 
n-l 
=n -*r-2 1 sin* (2nvizz) [-C&+,(~/rz) + C,,(v!n) Czr L2(v/n)]/C2r(v/n). 
II=1 
(11.41) 
Substitution of (11.41) in (11.37) yields 
n-l 
n ri-“2illl’l,nll = 2(27i)-‘-z 
i 
tz-’ 2 sin* (27rvlzz) [-C&+,(v/n) 
v=l 
+ C,,(v/n) C2,.+2(vln)]/C2r(vin) + 8rr2 K’ 2 
I 
I/2 
v-*~ . (11.42) 
Y= 1 
From this one concludes as above 
lim zzr+z12~~~~~,ill~]~~,~ = dt sin* (2nt) [CZr(t) C,,-*(t) 
n-h-2 
2(27r-‘-’ 1 .* fi 
- c:,+,(t)lic*~(t))“*. (11.43) 
The integrand is analytic in [O,l]. It approaches the value 4rr* C’ km*’ as t 
approaches 0. Thus, the limit in (11.43) is not 0. We have proved 
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THEOREM 11.3. sup II ::gx(t)dtl < 27i2rr-rn-r-1i2, n = 1, 2, . . .; r = 1, 2, . . . 
if the supremum is taken oFer the class of functions x of period 1 Jrhich vanish 
al 0, &l/n, +2/n, . . . and for lrlhich 
J 
“I (r)t 2 o ,x ( >I dt< 1. Moreocer, 
IS I’” .r+“2Sup -,,n x(l)dtl approaches a positice limit as n --f z, gicen in (11.43). 
e. Finally we consider the Fourier coefficient functional 
L.(x) = Ji x(t) e-lnivtdt, v = 0, fl, f2,. . . . (11.44) 
By (10.10) we have 
f,(K)= (27rv)-2r[e2ni”f - b,(t)], v#O 
= [(-1)‘/(2r)!] fC2@,,(nt) - I?,,], v = 0. 
Using this in (11.2), we find 
(11.45) 
Ilf”IIYa,~ = (2m)-‘(z’ (k - ~/n)-~‘/[l + (~/rz)~~ ;’ (k - ~~n)-~~])*‘~, 
k 
v$O(modn) 
= (27fv)-‘, v#O, vrO(modn) 
= (27~n)-’ (F’ km2’]li2 = n-r{lB~rli(2r)!}“2~ v = 0. 
Clearly, lifV!I is of order O(n-*). More precisely, 
lim nriifylI+,~ = {1B2~1/(2r)!}1~2, v = O,fl,f2,. . . . 
“-tCC 
(11.46) 
(11.47) 
It is noteworthy that this limit is independent of v. We have proved 
THEOREM I 1.4 
lim it’ sup II d x(t) e- 2niL’rdtl = (lB2rl/(2r)!}‘i2, r = 1,2,. . . , n+m 
if the supremum is taken ocer rhe class offunctions x ofperiod 1 lchich canish at 
0, *l/n, *2/n, . . . andfor lbrhich 1: Ix@)(t)12dt G 1. 
We shall now show that x,(t) = exp(2z-ivt) is an extremal function for the 
approximation of the value f”(x), given x E 9. That is, equality holds in (11.4) 
for x = x, if u = fV and p2 = li~,ll$$~ = (2~v)~‘. Indeed, since Sx, = b,, we have 
by (5.11) 
(p2 - IISXJI$,-,)~‘~ = ((27~)~~ - (2~n)~‘/& (k - ~/PI)-~~)“~, v f O(modn) 
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and by (11.46) 
iif&’ - ljS~,,jI&,)‘~~ = 1- (~/n)-~? 
I 
F (k - v/rzm2”, v f O(modn). (11.48) 
On the other hand, by (5.8) 
A.@,,) -fc.(Sx,.) = 1 - ( v/nm2’ 
I 
;ir: (k - v/rzm2’, v $ 0 (mod n). (11.49) 
Thus, we have proved, for v $0 (modn) 
flk) -fv(~r”-G> =IlL*jlYa,4lx,!l:y,~, - ll&wvrPZ. (11.50) 
For v = 0. both sides of (11.50) are equal to 0, and for v = kn (k = fl,i2,. . .), 
both sides are equal to 1. Thus (11.50) is valid for every v. In summary, we 
have 
THEOREM 11.5. Let%,“(n=1,2 ,..., r=1,2 , . . .) be the class of functions of 
period 1 which hacejixed (real or complex) values at 0, &l/n, %2/n, . . . andfor 
which F ’ jx(‘)(t)l’dt < 1. Then the median oalue of the Fourier coeficient “0 
“I 
J 
o x(t)e- 2ni”fdt is 0 zfv = kn (k = &1,*2,. . .); otherwise, it is 
t,,, r(x) = (1 In) 21 x(m/n) e-2”iVmin/~ (1 - kn/v)-*‘. 
The least upper bound of the deriation of the median from the true caiue in 
.Grn is 
where 
$,(x) = (1 /n) 2 x(m/n) e-2nir’m:n 
Ill=0 
and i,fL,J is gicen in (11.46). The coejicient Jfvll tends to 0 like U(P) us n + 73, 
and 
lim nrllf;,,i = {IB2rl/(2r)!}‘:2, 
n+m 
independent of v. The least upper bound is attained by x(t) = (2nv)-‘exp(2nivt) 
in grn. 
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